SIF is being used in all US States...

Data Function usage

The SIF Specifications are enabling the exchange of data for various uses:

- Horizontal Interoperability
- Rostering
- State Longitudinal Data Systems (SLDS)
- Student Locator
- Student Records Exchange
- Transcripts

7 Integrators participated in the 2019 survey

Over 6000 School Districts benefiting from using SIF Specification for data exchange

Over 20 million STUDENTS positively impacted to improve learning outcomes

About the SIF Specification

The SIF Specification is not a product, but a technical blueprint for enabling diverse applications to interact and share data related to educational entities in instructional and administrative environments.

The Specification is designed to:
- Facilitate data sharing and reporting between applications without incurring expensive customer development costs;
- Enhance product functionality efficiently, and;
- Provide best-of-breed solutions to customers easily and seamlessly.

More information: https://www.A4L.org